Protein binding site residues, especially catalytic residues, play a central role in protein function. Because more than 99% of the ∼12 million protein sequences in the nonredundant protein database have no structural information, it is desirable to develop methods to predict the binding site residues of a protein from its primary sequence. This task is highly challenging, because the binding site residues constitute only a small portion of a protein. However, the binding site residues of a protein are clustered in its functional pocket(s), and their spatial patterns tend to be conserved in evolution. To take advantage of these evolutionary and structural principles, we constructed a database of ∼50,000 templates (called the pocket-containing segment database), each of which includes not only a sequence segment that contains a functional pocket but also the structural attributes of the pocket. To use this database, we designed a template-matching technique, termed residuematching profiling, and established a criterion for selecting templates for a query sequence. Finally, we developed a probabilistic model for assigning spatial scores to matched residues between the template and query sequence in local alignments using a set of selected scoring matrices and for computing the binding likelihood of each matched residue in the query sequence. From the likelihoods, one can predict the binding site residues in the query sequence. An automated computational pipeline was developed for our method. A performance evaluation shows that our method achieves a 70% precision in predicting binding site residues at 60% sensitivity. functional surface | residue matching technique | spatial template | split pocket T he binding site residues of a protein are essential for the function of the protein. Thus, computational methods have been developed to predict and characterize protein binding sites (1-5). Because the structure of a protein provides much insight into its function, more than 60,000 protein structures have been experimentally determined [in the Protein Data Bank (PDB)] (6). Among them, ∼25,000 are bound structures (7, 8) , each of which includes its ligand(s) or interactions with other proteins. Computational methods have been developed to identify the binding site residues in this simplest case (3). For unbound structures, which do not include any ligand, it is more difficult to predict their binding site residues. Currently, the precision of methods for predicting the binding site residues in an unbound structure ranges from 40% to 60% (4). An even more difficult case is for proteins that have only primary sequences and no structural information and no structurally similar homologs. More than 99.5% of the ∼12 million protein sequences in the nonredundant (NR) protein database have no 3D structures. Therefore, it is strongly desirable to be able to predict the binding site residues of a protein from its primary sequence alone. However, difficulties arise from the fact that the binding site residues constitute only a small portion of a protein sequence.
Protein binding site residues, especially catalytic residues, play a central role in protein function. Because more than 99% of the ∼12 million protein sequences in the nonredundant protein database have no structural information, it is desirable to develop methods to predict the binding site residues of a protein from its primary sequence. This task is highly challenging, because the binding site residues constitute only a small portion of a protein. However, the binding site residues of a protein are clustered in its functional pocket(s), and their spatial patterns tend to be conserved in evolution. To take advantage of these evolutionary and structural principles, we constructed a database of ∼50,000 templates (called the pocket-containing segment database), each of which includes not only a sequence segment that contains a functional pocket but also the structural attributes of the pocket. To use this database, we designed a template-matching technique, termed residuematching profiling, and established a criterion for selecting templates for a query sequence. Finally, we developed a probabilistic model for assigning spatial scores to matched residues between the template and query sequence in local alignments using a set of selected scoring matrices and for computing the binding likelihood of each matched residue in the query sequence. From the likelihoods, one can predict the binding site residues in the query sequence. An automated computational pipeline was developed for our method. A performance evaluation shows that our method achieves a 70% precision in predicting binding site residues at 60% sensitivity. functional surface | residue matching technique | spatial template | split pocket T he binding site residues of a protein are essential for the function of the protein. Thus, computational methods have been developed to predict and characterize protein binding sites (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Because the structure of a protein provides much insight into its function, more than 60,000 protein structures have been experimentally determined [in the Protein Data Bank (PDB)] (6) . Among them, ∼25,000 are bound structures (7, 8) , each of which includes its ligand(s) or interactions with other proteins. Computational methods have been developed to identify the binding site residues in this simplest case (3) . For unbound structures, which do not include any ligand, it is more difficult to predict their binding site residues. Currently, the precision of methods for predicting the binding site residues in an unbound structure ranges from 40% to 60% (4) . An even more difficult case is for proteins that have only primary sequences and no structural information and no structurally similar homologs. More than 99.5% of the ∼12 million protein sequences in the nonredundant (NR) protein database have no 3D structures. Therefore, it is strongly desirable to be able to predict the binding site residues of a protein from its primary sequence alone. However, difficulties arise from the fact that the binding site residues constitute only a small portion of a protein sequence.
Three strategies have been applied to this challenging task. First, support vector machine (SVM) methods and neural network methods (9, 10) have been used to extract useful information from sequences and structures. These machinelearning methods require training data derived from sequence or structural alignments, sequence profiles, and evolutionary analysis. So far, the prediction precision is only about 50% at 20% sensitivity (11) . Second, from experimentally derived structural coordinates of proteins, one may predict the coordinates of a new protein to model the native protein folding and structure from its primary sequence by homology modeling (12) . After the theoretical structural coordinates are obtained, predictive tools such as CASTp (13) and SplitPocket (8) can be applied to identify putative binding site residues. For example, Adamian et al. (14) identified the determinants of ρ1 GABAc receptor assembly and channel gating by detecting the binding surfaces of the ligand-gated ion channel located on the transmembrane. Third, a promising strategy is to assemble a library of precomputed structural templates (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . Then, for an uncharacterized protein, one can search for putative templates in the library in the hope of matching attributes of the query with those of characterized templates. This approach has proved useful to identify binding site residues of proteins that have structural coordinates. However, the focus was on the applicability of templates to structures but not sequences. For example, one of the active site templates curated by Meng et al. (17) has been used to detect divergent members in the enolase superfamily. These knowledge-based templates require manual extraction from structures and therefore, are difficult to collect in a largescale manner. One major difficulty is that a large-scale collection requires an automated pipeline to establish a diversified template database for function prediction and characterization in a high-throughput manner. A recent study (5) developed an automated computational method, called signature of local active regions (SOLAR), to construct a basic set of consensus templates of binding surfaces and used the templates to characterize metalloendopeptidase and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide binding proteins.
In this study, we have developed a method that uses only sequences to identify their binding site residues. Note that the binding site residues of a protein include all substrate binding residues and nonbinding residues in the binding sites of the protein; these include catalytic residues and binding residues. Our approach is based on evolutionary and structural principles and is different from the approaches described above. We note that the binding site residues of a protein are usually clustered in the functional pocket(s) of the protein and possess geometric characteristics ( Fig. 1A ) and that their spatial patterns tend to be well-conserved in evolution. A key step to use these two principles is to build an extensive database of templates, each of which is a sequence segment that contains a functional pocket (surface). This database is called pocket-containing segment database (PSD) ( Fig. 1B ). For each template in PSD, we also include geometric, biological, and evolutionary information of the binding site residues. This database takes advantage of the fact that functionally relevant residues are much better conserved than the rest of the protein. To use this database, we design a template-matching technique, termed residue matching profiling (RMP) (Fig. 1C ). Because binding surfaces are usually highly conserved in evolution (20, 21) , we use their spatial patterns to infer the binding site residues in the query sequence. It works by selecting a good template from PSD and using the binding site residues in the template to match those in a query sequence. Thus, another key step is to establish a criterion for selecting templates for a query sequence; we call this criterion the efficacy of a template. The third important step is to develop a probabilistic model for assessing the binding propensity of each potential binding site residue in the query sequence. Using this model, we assign a spatial score to each pair of matched residues between the template and the query sequence in local alignments using a set of selected scoring matrices, and then, we compute the binding likelihoods of these residues in the query sequence ( Fig. 1C ). From the likelihoods, we select the putative binding site residues in the query sequence. As will be shown, our approach can effectively identify the binding site residues of a protein from its sequence alone, even when the sequence identity between the query and the selected template is below 30%. This high performance attests to the evolutionary principle that the spatial patterns of functionally important amino acid residues in a protein, such as binding site residues, tend to be well-conserved in evolution. To carry out the above tasks, we develop an automated pipeline.
Results
Database of Spatial Templates. As noted above, the binding site residues are usually clustered in functional pockets. Thus, the database of functional pockets that we established previously (i.e., SplitPocket) (8) can be used as a library of binding site residues. The number of binding site residues in a functional pocket in SplitPocket ranges from 5 to 200, with a mean of 30 ( Fig. S1A ). However, because the binding site residues of a protein are usually dispersed over the primary sequence, it is difficult to align them to any query sequence. Therefore, we transformed SplitPocket into the PSD in which each sequence segment is the shortest subsequence of the primary sequence that contains the functional pocket of interest, starting from the first residue to the last residue of the pocket (Fig. 1B) . The functional pocket of a ligand-bound structure is called a split pocket, because it is split by the ligand (3) . PSD also contains the spatial attributes of binding site residues of each pocket stored in SplitPocket, including residue composition, relative distances between pocket residues, residue solvent accessible area, and physicochemical features (SI Materials and Methods, Filtering Out the Predicted Residues Located in a Protein Core). Moreover, for the residues with biological annotations, we mapped the annotated coordinates from the feature tables in UniprotKB/Swiss-Prot (22) to the corresponding positions in PSD templates. PSD currently holds 48,289 entries from 24,882 structures. Fig. S1B shows the length distributions of the spatial patterns and templates in PSD; the template length ranges from 7 to 500 residues, with a mean of 211.
Predicting the Binding Site Residues of a Structural Genomics Target.
Proteins targeted by structural genomics projects are proteins of unknown functions. They usually have no known homolog, even when the threshold of sequence identity is set as low as 25%. As an example of the application of our method, we consider Escherichia coli biotin synthesis protein (BIOH) (256 aa; Swiss-Prot P13001), a protein targeted by structural genomics. After matching this query against the spatial templates in PSD, we obtain 65 potential template hits. We arbitrarily select PDB1wpr chain A as our template, because its sequence identity with P13001 is only 22.7%. Although the selected template has a low sequence identity with the query, it is a good template, because it has an efficacy of 2.43, which is considerably higher than the cutoff of 1.25 (Materials and Methods has the definition of efficacy). After determining a local alignment, the structural and evolutionary information of the binding site residues of the template (PDB1wpr.A) are transferred to the matched or similar residues in the query (P13001). For each aligned pair of residues, we assign a score to the predicted residue in the query according to a spatial scoring system for computing a residue matching profile. For example, W 22 of the query (P130001) is aligned to F 27 of the template (PDB1wpr.A), and the pair W 22 -F 27 , a nonperfect match, has a spatial score of 1.32; however, the pair S 82 -S 96 , a perfect match, has the highest spatial score of 6. Because we do not know the date of divergence between the query and the template, we sample various scoring matrices to conduct evolu- A template sequence is the shortest subsequence of the primary sequence of interest that starts from the first residue and goes to the last residue of the pocket. The pocket residues in the template sequence are indicated in different colors to signify that the spatial pattern of each pocket residue is transformed to the template sequence by filling in nonpocket residues (in gray). (C) A selected template is repeatedly aligned with the query sequence each time with a scoring matrix in the set of selected scoring matrices. RMP then predicts the binding site residues for the query by generating a binding profile of likelihoods.
tionary matching (Materials and Methods). In addition, by formulating a probabilistic model ( Fig. 2 ) we obtain the 12 predicted residues that have a binding likelihood higher than the cut-off value (Table S1 ). Table S2 shows a comparison of our RMP method with psi-BLAST (23) and hidden Markov models (HMMER) (24) . RMP predicts 12 site-specific residues in P13001, whereas both psi-BLAST and HMMER give continuous subsequences that do not include all of the actual binding site residues (Table S2 ). In this example, RMP achieves a precision as high as 0.83 with a specificity of 99.2% and sensitivity (recall) of 83%, whereas psi-BLAST has a precision of 0.06 with a specificity of 81.0% and a sensitivity of 25%. The BIOH (P13001) structure was solved by the Midwest Center for Structural Genomics, and its function was identified and validated by a panel of enzymatic assays. Fig. 3 shows the predicted binding region with the 12 predicted residues mapped onto the 3D structure of P13001. Among them, 10 of the 12 predicted residues are correct ( Fig. 3 A and B) . Moreover, the catalytic triad (S 82 , D 207 , and H 235 ) is perfectly matched with the three residues on the spatial template of PDB1wpr.A (Fig. 3C ). Only two predicted residues (V 165 and L 166 ) are false positives, and they are also located on the surface. Importance of Selecting a Good Template. We use a protein from Bacillus halodurans (Q9K901; 192 residues) as a query to show the importance of having a good template.
Using Q9K901 as the query to psi-BLAST PDB, we find PDB3cng (a nudix hydrolase from Nitrosomonas europaea) as the best hit. The aligned segment is from positions 57-142 of the PDB3cng.A sequence. The records for PDB3cng.A in PDB, which specify the residues comprising a functional or ligand binding site of the protein, indicate that the residues in the active site (C 4 , C 7 , C 26 , C 29 , N 36 , I 40 , T 77 , E 85 , E 98 , L 99 , Q 110 , Y 112 , F 148 , R 149 , and L 171 ) of PDB3cng.A have been experimentally tested. We select the six residues (T 77 , E 85 , E 98 , L 99 , Q 110 , and Y 112 ) within the aligned segment to match the binding site residues of Q9K901, but none of them is correctly matched in the psi-BLAST alignment. Thus, PDB3cng.A is not an effective template.
For comparison, from PSD, the template derived from PDB3bhd.A, a human thiamine triphosphatase, is selected, because it has the highest efficacy (3.4) among all potential PSD templates. With this template, we extract the spatial pattern of the 20 binding site residues from its binding site (Fig. S2) .
Among them, the five annotated residues (E 9 , K 11 , Y 39 , H 76 , and Y 79 ) are clustered in the active site of the human thiamine triphosphatase. Applying our RMP method (Fig. 4A ), we predict 20 putative binding site residues in the query sequence (192 residues); each predicted residue is assigned an RMP score and a likelihood from our probabilistic model (Materials and Methods). We are able to identify 13 well-aligned residues, which are functionally important (true positives in Fig. S2A ). In particular, these 13 residues include four of five annotated residues: E 8 -E 9 , K 10 -K 11 , Y 39 -Y 39 , and E 77 -H 76 (the first residue of each pair is from the query). Note that the query and the template have a full-length sequence identity <30%, but their aligned binding site residues show highly similar spatial patterns (Fig. S2B ). Fig. 4B shows that the binding site residues of the two proteins are aligned along the diagonal, suggesting evolutionary conservation of the specific patterns of binding site residues.
The query (Q9K901) protein was targeted by Joint Center for Structural Genomics. Although its structure coordinates have been determined (PDB2gfg), its biochemical function has not been characterized, and its class, architecture, topology, homologous (CATH) superfamily (25) fold signature is not yet assigned. Applying our SplitPocket algorithm for shape analysis (Fig. 5) , we identified the actual binding surface in PDB2gfg.A that consists of 20 residues with a similar spatial pattern to that of 
Sequence Position
A B PDB3bhd.A. Thus, PDB2gfg from B. halodurans and PDB3bhd from humans are homologous but have undergone deep divergence. Our shape analysis indicates that their binding surfaces are highly similar, because 13 of the 20 binding site residues are aligned with a sequence identity of 50% and a root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 2.6 Å at a P value of 10 −7 (as opposed to the cut-off P value of 10 −4 ) (1, 3). On the basis of spatial patterns, the significant P value implies that these two binding sites potentially perform similar molecular functions. Thus, their biochemical functions (thiamine triphosphatase; i.e., EC 3.6.1.28 and gene ontology annotations) of PDB3bhd and Q9K901 are likely similar.
Performance of the Spatial Template Approach. We evaluated our method on a diverse set of 145 tested sequences using precision recall (PR) curves as described in SI Materials and Methods, Method for Performance Evaluation. The performances at the residue level are obtained for selected spatial templates with a range of sequence identities with the query defined as (i) α (sequence identity ≤ 80%, (ii) β (sequence identity ≤ 60%), and (iii) γ (sequence identity ≤ 35%). The areas under the obtained curves were used to analyze the influence of the spatial template selection criterion (α, β, and γ) on the precision of discovering binding site residues. The curves were obtained by increasing the threshold likelihood value of a binding residue from 0 to 0.25 with a 0.0025 increment. (The likelihoods were normalized by the sum of the likelihoods.) Fig. 6A shows that the method achieves 83%, 80%, and 72% precision at 50% recall (sensitivity) for the α, β, and γ templates, respectively. Overall, the PR-areas under curve (AUC) for α, β, and γ are 0.80, 0.77, and 0.70, respectively. The pair-wise comparisons indicate that the shapes of spatial templates have been highly conserved, because the performance decreases slowly. This is potentially useful when a template has a high efficacy, even if its sequence identity with the query is below 35%. Note that the curve slopes are seen at a steady state. At 60% recall, the spatial template approach achieves a precision >70%. In Fig. 6B , we assessed the accuracy across the range of possible values of threshold for template γ and obtained an optimal likelihood threshold (0.0175) of a binding residue. Predicting the catalytic residues of a protein from its primary sequence is an even more challenging task, because the unbalance between the number of true positives and the number of true negatives is even more extreme than in the case of binding site residues. However, as described in SI Materials and Methods, Predictions of Enzyme Catalytic Residues by Selecting Spatial Templates, our RMP method achieves a precision of 57% at a sensitivity of 50% (Fig. S3 ).
Discussion
Assessing the Spatial Scores for a Residue Matching Profile. Based on a large-scale analysis of protein binding surfaces (Fig. S1A ), the number of binding site residues comprises only ∼10% of a protein. Besides binding site residues, other residues may also be well-conserved in evolution, including the residues that are subject to the constraints for structural stability and protein folding (26, 27) . How to separate these two types of residues requires a good strategy when only the primary sequence of the protein is available. Our strategy hinges on establishing a large database of spatial templates and a spatial scoring system. With the scoring system, we are able to generate an RMP to distinguish the residues involved in the function from those involved in stability in a large-scale computation. Moreover, we filter out the residues in a protein core, because they are unlikely involved in any binding reactivity (SI Materials and Methods, Filtering Out the Predicted Residues Located in a Protein Core). In this study, we focused on collecting the binding site residues of proteins to construct an extensive database of spatial templates and developing a criterion for selecting templates and an RMP technique. We found that a template with a high-efficacy value achieves good performance, even when its sequence identity with the query is low. Our study suggests that the likelihood of a binding site residue has an optimal threshold of 0.0175 in the iterative alignments of the evolutionary matching schema (3, 19, 26) .
Assessing the Evolutionary Relationships and Structural Folds of PSD
Templates. A large-scale sequence comparison of PSD templates reveals conservation in local regions, even when the overall identity between two sequences is low. Interestingly, the selected templates consist of ∼21% of the CATH fold domains that are indeed associated with functions. Note that not all classified fold domains are directly involved in biochemical reactions. These spatial templates yield clues of conserved domains that are often adopted by proteins as modules to fulfill diverse biological functions. For example, by sequence comparison, a total of 430 fold domains in PSD is identified and mapped into a subset of the CATH (2,178 categories in version 3.2) homologous superfamilies. Essentially, they are functional substructures across the fold space. The PSD templates with structure coordinates are proteins that can be used for substructural predictions and designing a binding region. Especially for a query protein with structural coordinates, the prediction of its binding site residues becomes much easier if an appropriate template can be found in PSD. For example, the query protein Q9K901 has structural coordinates (PDB2gfg). From PSD, we find the template PDB3bhd.A, and using footprinting Pockets Of Proteins (f POP) (7) to conduct a surface Y39  E6  R55  R57  K68  E77  N37  R125  A53  D138  D147  E151  E157  L82  N79  I150  C136 comparison (alignment), we identify all of the 20 binding site residues of Q9K901 ( Fig. 5 ).
Inferring Function by PSD Templates. Each of the PSD templates contains the spatial pattern of a functional surface, which includes structural, functional, and evolutionary information about the protein, such as the spatial distances between binding site residues. The conservation of a spatial pattern is largely caused by functional constraints and allows us to infer the binding site residues of a protein from those of a remote homolog (Fig. 4B) . Moreover, comparing the spatial patterns of two proteins allows one to perform functional inference (19) in a reliable manner.
Materials and Methods
The materials used are described in SI Materials and Methods, Data Used for Performance Evaluation. Some methods are also described in SI Materials and Methods.
Defining Spatial Matching Scores and Evaluating Templates. Let m be the number of residues in template T and denote t j ∈ T ; j ∈ f1; ::; mg by t Ã j if t j is a binding site residue. Let n be the number of residues in query sequence Q.
Let B be a 20 × 20 scoring matrix (see below), and for two amino acids μ and b, let θ μ b ∈ B be their log-odd score. In the alignment between query sequence Q and template T, assume that r i ∈ Q is aligned with t j ∈ T. Then, for t j = μ, residues r i ∈ Q are classified into four categories Ω μ k ; k ∈ f1; 2; 3; 4g, with the following spatial matching scores f μ ri (Eq. 1):
matches a binding site residueÞ: τρ μ 2 ; if r i ≈ t Ã j ðit is similar to a binding site residueÞ: τρ μ 3 ; if r i ≠ t Ã j ðit is not matched or similar to a binding site residueÞ: τρ μ 4 ¼ 0; if r i is aligned to t j ða non-binding site residueÞ:
;
where σ tj ∈ f0; 1g is a biological annotation of the amino acid residue t j in template T from UniprotKB/Swiss-Prot and PDB, λ; τ ∈ ℜ þ are two scaling parameters to be estimated, and ρ μ k ∈ ½0; 1 is defined as follows (Eq. 2):
where k k means the number of elements in the set,
The value of ρ μ k is directly computed from the scoring matrix B, whereas parameters λ and τ can be estimated from the input of tested sequences (see below). Note that we set ρ μ 4 ¼ 0; that is, when a residue in Q is aligned to a nonbinding residue, its score is 0, because we are only interested in binding site residues. In this approach, we can evaluate the quality of a template using spatial matching scores. Thus, we define the efficacy of template T as (Eq. 3)
where Aðr i ; t Ã j Þ is the set of aligned residue pairs (i.e., the set of residues in the query sequence that are matched to binding site residues in T). A high efficacy value means that a high percentage of the binding site residues in the template are matched to the residues in the query sequence.
Parameter Estimation and the Criterion for Selecting Templates. The parameters λ and τ are related to biological annotation and evolutionary conservation. Here, we empirically obtain λ ≈ 2 and τ ≈ 4 ( Fig. S4 ) by evaluating the performance of the predicted residues of 100 sequences randomly selected from PSD, with geometric measurements and experimental annotations of binding site residues from UniprotKB/Swiss-Prot. The method of the PR curve described in SI Materials and Methods, Method for Performance Evaluation is used to assess the final prediction. We repeat the process until the prediction performance reaches a steady state.
The selection of templates from PSD for producing RMPs can have a significant effect on the prediction. Spatial scores are used to determine the quality of a template by how well the binding site residues on a template are aligned with those on a query sequence. The majority of the templates have the number of binding site residues ranging from 10 to 50 (3) (Fig. S1A) . Therefore, an alignment length of a template T that has ≥50 residues and an associated efficacy of ≥1.25 means that most of the aligned pairs are similar residues. In particular, the efficacy for a template usually has a higher value when the first and last residues are similar or perfect matches to the query sequence. Therefore, these two residues can be used to screen templates in PSD. If the efficacy of a template is ≥1.25, it is qualified as a template. A template with an efficacy ≥2.5 is considered efficacious. In this way, we sample all potential templates in PSD. We apply the above criterion to screen potential templates in PSD.
Matching a Query Sequence Against PSD to Select Templates. We match the query sequence Q against the templates in the PSD by screening sequence alignments with the Smith-Waterman algorithm (28) . We gather the hits with their Smith-Waterman scores and rank the selected hits with their efficacy values. By evaluating the efficacy of each hit template, we can rapidly select useful templates. Within an optimal local alignment between a query and a hit template, the hit template is used to transfer its spatial patterns to the corresponding positions in the primary sequence of the query protein.
Iteratively, we collect such hit templates to create an RMP based on the following probabilistic model. is performed based on the superimposition of the two binding surfaces as shown in D by the specific rotation matrix in E, which was computed by the method of fPOP (7) . The spatial matching has a RMSD of 2.6 Å at a significant P value of 6.93 × 10 −7 . (F) In terms of the binding site residues, the sequence identity of the two spatial patterns is as high as 50%, although the full-length sequences of the two proteins have a sequence identity of only ∼34%.
Computing the Binding Likelihood of a Site-Specific Residue. To compute the binding propensity of a residue r i ∈ Q, i = {1, . . . , n}, we formulate a probabilistic model for computing the binding likelihood of r i . In the context of protein sequence, the method looks for matched or similar binding site residues and attempts to enumerate all possible combinatory compositions of a binding shape similar to the template. Under the assumption that each unit evolutionary time interval is equally likely, the probability p μ ri for residue r i to be a specific binding residue μ is calculated as (Eq. 4) where B w ∈ S are the similarity scoring matrices, C h ∈ G are the gap penalties in the Smith-Waterman algorithm, and T z ∈ H are the selected templates. Because it is difficult to know how long ago the query sequence separated from the selected template, we use a set of scoring matrices (S) that represent various degrees of sequence divergence (3, 19, 26) . The degree of divergence, however, is measured by the rate of residue substitution in a 20 × 20 matrix. Specifically, we select BLOSUM45, BLOSUM50, BLOSUM62, BLOSUM80, and BLOSUM90 (29) as the set of scoring matrices (S). Using these scoring matrices, we perform template evaluation and the matching between a targeted sequence and a selected template. Then, we use each of them to locate putative binding resides in a query sequence by matching their spatial pattern to that of the binding site residues in the template. For all selected templates, we conduct iterative alignments to assess the potential binding site residues of the query sequence using the above scoring matrices. We thereby obtain the binding likelihoods of site-specific positions of functionally important residues for the query sequence. This approach, called residue matching profiling (RMP), is carried out in a fully automated pipeline, and the method can be used to predict the binding regions of a novel protein. The AUC for three sets of templates (α, β, and γ). The AUC decreases only 7% when the AUC of the γ-templates is compared with that of the β-templates. (B) The PR curve for the γ-templates is colored according to the spectrum bar of threshold on the right. In Inset, the accuracy of 65% is estimated when the optimal threshold of likelihood is set to 0.0175.
